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Highlights

- An adaptive RISE control strategy is developed for the flexion/extension of the knee joint
- Stability analysis of the human-exoskeleton system is provided using Lyapunov theory
- Comparative analysis is performed between standard adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controllers
- Different environment conditions are applied to the human-exoskeleton system to check the robustness of the controller

ABSTRACT

Exoskeleton devices are used to assist joint motion of subjects suffering from mobility deficiencies. Controlling an exoskeleton subject to high nonlinearities, which are mainly due to the mechanical coupling, external disturbances, parameter uncertainties, and modeling errors. Keeping in view the requirement of a relatively accurate movement tracking while reducing the disturbances effects, there is a need for a robust controller. In this paper, an adaptive RISE (Robust Integral of Sign Error) controller is developed and implemented on the EICoSI (Exoskeleton Intelligently Communicating and Sensitive to Intention) knee exoskeleton. RISE has an advantage over standard controllers that it achieves semi-global asymptotic tracking even in the presence of unstructured disturbances. But to achieve this tracking, high control gains are required. Thus, to limit such high gains, RISE control strategy is combined with an adaptive controller, which has the advantage of improving the tracking performance while reducing the eventual overshoots. The stability of the coupled human/exoskeleton system is analyzed based on Lyapunov theory and the system has shown semi-global asymptotic stability. The adaptive RISE controller gives better SNR (signal to noise ratio) by 11% and 2% as compared with adaptive and RISE controller respectively. In terms of tracking error, the adaptive RISE controller shows 9% more error than adaptive controller but 41% less when compared with RISE controller. Three experimental scenarios are analyzed to validate the proposed controller i.e. (i) external disturbances, that could come from the ground during walking; (ii) induced payload, that could come from the resistive/assistive torque from the muscles and (iii) payload with external disturbances. The system is found to be robust and efficient in tracking the reference trajectories while maintaining limited error and high signal to noise ratio.
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1. Introduction

Joint mobility limitations are the common effects resulting from spinal cord injuries and strokes. Conventional intensive therapy by at least two rehabilitation operators, is often used in clinics to recover the voluntary movements. Such methods are effective when it is intense and also requires an active participation of patients but at the same time, it is very tedious and time consuming
for the clinical staffs while repeatability of the treatment is not guaranteed. Exoskeletons are mechanical devices driven by the actuator to transfer the generated torque to the patient’s joints and provides an effective solution for movement restoration to the patients enabling long repetitive rehabilitation sessions. Such devices were initially developed for military purposes to carry heavy loads such as the Berkeley Lower Extremity Exoskeleton (BLEEX) [1,2] that allows the wearer to carry heavy loads. Initial work in exoskeletons for the lower limb rehabilitation was carried out by Vukobratovic et. al. [3]. Later, HAL [4] was developed for the rehabilitation of lower limbs with controlled hip and knee joints and passive ankle joint. Recently, Walkbot [5][6] was developed to assist the lower limb joints (i.e. hip, knee, and ankle). To provide interactive training and monitoring, it uses 3d virtual reality and pressure plates. ATALANTE [7] is another example of lower limb exoskeleton with 12 actuated joints. It supports crutch-less dynamic walking. Whole body exoskeletons are complex and there is a need of single joint exoskeleton. Keeogo [8] is the knee joint exoskeleton to assist walk, run, climb, kneel and squat. Leg [9] is another knee exoskeleton to provide patients with repeated cycle of therapy.

The knowledge of the joint dynamics in the control structure is important for effective control. During gait or sit to stand, knee joint contributes upto 70 percent of the mechanical work. The strength i.e. torque generated by the muscles actuating the knee joint determines the effectiveness of the patient’s daily living activities. This paper proposes an adaptive RISE (Robust Integral of Sign Error) control approach to assist the knee joint exoskeleton achieving the flexion/extension movements while guaranteeing minimal tracking error with respect to the desired trajectory. Classical proportional-integral (PI), proportional derivative (PD) or proportional integral derivative (PID) controllers are widely used in literature either alone or with the combination of other controllers. HAL 5 [10] is used to assist elderly and disabled through a bipedal locomotion system (provides assistance to both legs). PD control is applied for controlling the walking trajectories or motion support phase synchronization with patient’s intention calculated from EMG signals. For the tracking control in swing phase, the gait pattern of the healthy person is used as a reference in control architecture, and in landing and support phase, it uses the constant control value. RoboKnee [11] also uses PD controller to control the linear actuator and was designed to assist human locomotion with one degree of freedom. It evaluates vertical ground reaction forces to calculate the user’s intention and assist thigh muscles while performing flexion-extension of the knee joint. The controller here amplifies the human torque when the desired trajectory is not defined. TUPLEE [12] also amplifies the knee joint torque, by taking EMG signals as an input from the thigh muscles. The problem or the limitation with the amplification technique is that it depends on the muscle fatigue for the estimation of the force. Active knee rehabilitation orthotic device (AKROD) [13] uses PI controller to actuate the Electro-Rheological Fluid (ERF) based actuator and provides resistive torque. But it didn’t give the satisfactory initial transient response due to ERF material property and unmodeled dynamic system behavior. So, an adaptive, as well as step logic function, is added to the PI controller to overcome this problem. Costa et. al. [14] proposed a PID based controller
to control the actuation of a high-power pneumatic muscle actuator for a lower limb orthosis having five DoF on each leg. It faces the problem of occasional nonlinearities. Cyberthosis [15] is a hybrid knee exoskeleton with PID as a feedforward controller for the knee joint flexion/extension by applying functional stimulator. Saito et. al. [16] also proposed a PID controller for bilateral servo actuator having a biarticulation muscle mechanism to overcome the problem of noise, speed and weight in the externally powered orthosis. The above said systems did not consider the physical constraints of the exoskeleton that helps in avoiding the actuator’s saturation causing the instability in the exoskeleton system. The classical linear controllers have the drawback that it did not consider the system nonlinearities and are not sufficiently robust with respect to external disturbances. The exoskeleton along with the patient's muscle dynamics forms a very complex scenario and it makes the classical controllers inefficient and inaccurate in the presence of uncertainties and external disturbances.

Many other control strategies have also been proposed in the literature. Hayashi et. al. [17] proposed an adaptation technique based on neuro-fuzzy controller for a three-DoF lower limb exoskeleton using EMG signals as input signals. Kigushi et. al. [18] also used the EMG as input signals for the hierarchical neuro-fuzzy based approach to control an upper limb exoskeleton which has shown more efficiency than the conventional neuro-fuzzy controller but did not prove the stability of the system. Admittance/Impedance-based control [19][20] and counterbalance [21][22] are also used as assistance control strategies.

Fuzzy or neural network [23][24] approaches are used to approximate the uncertain dynamics but still, external disturbances do affect the tracking results. Some researchers used sliding mode controllers (SMC) [25][26] to control the exoskeleton. Two types of controllers are proposed by Banala et al. [27]. A basic SMC, for orthosis movement in a prescribed pattern and a feedback linearizing controller, to provide the additional torque required to move the orthosis to the desired trajectory. Weinberg et al. [28] proposed the use of the two controllers for active knee rehabilitation, the first one is the hybrid PI controller for robust closed-loop control torque and the second one uses the SMC to control the closed-loop velocity. The basic sliding mode technique achieves asymptotic tracking for uncertain nonlinear systems, but it yields discontinuous control due to the chattering effect, which may be harmful to the actuators. To overcome this problem Mohammed et. al. [29] introduces the nonlinear observer to the controller and was used for the estimation of muscle torque.

Adaptive controllers [30][31] can also be used for the asymptotic stable result. To compensate for dynamic uncertainties, Peternel et. al. [32] uses adaptive learning methodology to control the arm joint torque. It has been observed that the system with higher unstructured uncertainty requires controllers with more control effort. Higher control effort includes high-frequency feedback or higher gain, that results in reduced performance of the system. Chen et. al. [33] proposed an adaptive cascade force control strategy and grouped it into two control levels i.e. high and low to drive a one DoF hydraulic exoskeleton, the high level estimates the human motion intention while the low-level one contains the motion tracking algorithm.
The Robust Integral of the Sign of the Error (RISE) [34] is a high gain feedback control strategy that has a unique integral signum term that can adjust smooth bounded disturbances. The advantage of this control scheme is that the asymptotic stability can be achieved even in the presence of uncertainties and disturbances. Cai et. al. [35] developed a tracking controller for nonlinear systems with parametric uncertainties and disturbances. It has the problem of over parameterization that increases the dynamic order of the controller and affects the system robustness. The first robust controller [36] was proposed by Xian et. al. [37] and implemented on a class of nonlinear system having continuous differentiable dynamics. Several control methodologies have been designed using RISE controllers for underwater vehicle [38] and flight control applications [39]. The major drawback of the RISE controllers is that it requires a high gain condition and reduced performance is also observed in the presence of unstructured uncertainties. To improve the performance and reduce the effects of the high gain, RISE feedback is generally fused with other controllers such as Neural Network [40][41]. Adding such controllers ensures the knowledge of the system dynamics and helps to reduce the tracking error. Xian et. al. [42] concluded that the use of RISE controller in conjunction with a feedforward component (constant best guess) can yield a uniformly ultimately bounded result. For systems satisfying the linear-in-the-parameters assumptions, Patre et. al. [40] combines the standard gradient feedforward term with the RISE controller and observes the improvement in the RMS (root mean square) tracking error with reduced control effort.

The adaptive controller has the advantage that it can compensate dynamic uncertainties, but it has a drawback that it needs higher control gain. On the other hand, the RISE controller can compensate smooth bounded disturbances but in the presence of unstructured disturbances, it shows reduced performance. So, in this paper, a RISE controller is combined with an adaptive controller and applied to the knee joint exoskeleton to ensure flexion/extension movements, to compensate the drawbacks and exploit the advantages of both the controllers as explained in section III. The stability of the system has been proved based on the Lyapunov theory which guarantees safety to the wearer. The controller is then experimentally validated in different experimental conditions (i.e. with varying payload and externally induced disturbances) to show the robustness of the proposed controller. Comparative analysis is also presented between the adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controller in terms of tracking error and SNR (signal to noise ratio). The paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the modeling of the knee exoskeleton system. In this section, the dynamics of the human-leg exoskeleton are derived. Section III is devoted to the development of the proposed adaptive RISE control for knee exoskeleton. Here, the adaptive and RISE controllers are also presented along with its limitations. Section IV describes the experimental setup (i.e. knee exoskeleton) used for the experiment and identification of the exoskeleton shank parameters. The control parameters are also presented in this section along with its sensibility performance. Section V shows the experimental results of the implementation of the proposed adaptive RISE controller with varying payload and external disturbances. To check the robustness of the controller five different experimental conditions are taken and presented in this section.
Comparative analysis of the different controllers in terms of tracking error and SNR (signal to noise ratio) are also done. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. Stability analysis of the adaptive RISE controller is also proved using Lyapunov stability approach and presented in annexure at the end of the paper.

2. Shank Knee Exoskeleton Modeling

In this study, the experiments were conducted using the EICoSI (Exoskeleton Intelligently Communicating and Sensitive to Intention) [43], developed at the LISSI Laboratory (Laboratoire Images, Signaux et Systèmes Intelligents) of University Paris-Est Créteil (UPEC), France. The knee joint acts as a pendulum having two segments moving along the rotational axis as shown in Fig. 1. The upper part behaves as a thigh, fixed along the x-axis and driven by the actuator allowing flexion/extension of the knee joint whereas the lower end behaves as shank-foot attached with the exoskeleton with its movement constrained between 0° and 120°. Both human leg and exoskeleton are supposed to have the same rotational degree of freedom around the knee joint. The torque generated by the actuator computed by means of the controller ensures the desired flexion/extension of the knee joint.

$$
\mathcal{L}_i = E_{k_i} - E_{\theta_i}
$$

$$
\mathcal{L}_i = E_{k_i} - E_{\theta_i}
$$

(2.1)

$E_{k_i}$ and $E_{\theta_i}$ denotes the kinetic and gravitational energies of the system component respectively and $i \in (1,2)$ for the human leg.
and exoskeleton.

\[ E_{ki} = \frac{1}{2} l_i \dot{\theta}^2 \]  

(2.2)

where \( l_i \) is the inertia of the human leg and exoskeleton

\[ E_{gi} = m_i g l_i (1 - \sin \theta) \]  

(2.3)

\( m_i \) is the mass of the human leg and exoskeleton

\( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity

\( l_i \) is the distance between the knee joint and center of gravity

on deriving \( L_i \), the resulting dynamics of the system can be written as

\[ J_i \ddot{\theta} = m_i g l_i \cos \theta - \tau_{exti} \]  

(2.4)

where \( \tau_{exti} \) shows the external torque applied to the system.

\[ \tau_{exti} = \tau_f + \tau_l \]  

(2.5)

\( \tau_f \) and \( \tau_l \) are the friction and motor control torque respectively, with

\[ \tau_{fi} = - A_i \text{sign} \dot{\theta} - B_i \dot{\theta} \]  

(2.6)

\( A_i \) and \( B_i \) are the solid and viscous friction coefficients respectively.

The system model consisting of the human leg and exoskeleton is given by

\[ J \ddot{\theta} = -\tau_g \cos \theta - A \text{sign} \dot{\theta} - B \dot{\theta} + \tau_c + \tau_h \]  

(2.7)

where, \( J = \sum_{i=1}^{2} J_i \), \( \tau_g = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \tau_{gi} \), \( A = \sum_{i=1}^{2} A_i \) and \( B = \sum_{i=1}^{2} B_i \).

\( \theta, \dot{\theta}, \ddot{\theta} \) represent the angular position, velocity, and acceleration of the coupled system respectively.

\( J, A, B, \tau_g, \tau_c, \tau_h \) are Inertia, solid friction coefficient, viscous friction coefficient, gravity torque, controller torque and human torque of the human leg and exoskeleton respectively. The human leg-exoskeleton parameters are identified in section 4.1.

The equation (2.7) can be represented in standard joint space form as

\[ M(\theta) \ddot{\theta} + f(\theta, \dot{\theta}) + G(\theta) = B(u) \]  

(2.8)

where, \( M(\theta) \) = inertia matrix,

\[ f(\theta, \dot{\theta}) \] = friction force,

\[ G(\theta) \] = gravity force

\[ B(u) \] = torque acting at the knee joint.

3. Exoskeleton Control
The EICoSI exoskeleton is a nonlinear system and is subjected to various uncertainties like nonlinear coupling, parameter perturbations and also suffers from external disturbances. Therefore, effective control is an essential element in exoskeleton design to ensure the accuracy of the non-linear system. Controllers like proportional or PID provides an attractive control solution for real-time implementation because of its simplicity [44]. To diminish the effects of disturbances, proportional controller requires high control gain, whereas in PID, the integral term effectively overcomes the constant disturbances but does not perform well with time-varying disturbances [45]. Therefore, there is a need for more reliable and robust control design. Adaptive control effectively overcomes the uncertainties in model parameters and is successfully implemented in real-time control of exoskeleton devices [43][46][47][48]. It provides a systematic approach through control laws and is quite helpful in unknown or with time-varying process dynamics.

In this study, the objective of the controller is to ensure accurate tracking of the knee joint desired trajectory while guaranteeing limited or no overshoot in the case of eventual external disturbances. Such disturbances occur for example due to the voluntary torque generated by the wearer’s muscles or resulting from the impact with the ground while walking.

3.1 Nonlinear Adaptive Control

Nonlinear Adaptive Control are widely used for controlling exoskeleton devices [49][50][51] due to its robustness with respect to the environmental and model uncertainties. This control strategy ensures accurate tracking errors even in the presence of change in the dynamics of the exoskeleton. The adaptive parameters (example: friction, inertia, and gravity) are continuously updated in order to reduce the error as much as possible between the desired and the current trajectory.

\[ \tau_a = f(\dot{\theta}_d - \lambda \dot{\theta}) + \dot{A} \text{sign} \dot{\theta} + \dot{B} \dot{\theta} - ks + \dot{\tau}_g \cos \theta \] (3.1)

\[ j = -a_1 (\ddot{\theta}_d - \lambda \ddot{\theta}) s; \dot{A} = a_2 \text{sign} \dot{\theta} s; \dot{B} = -a_3 \dot{\theta} s; \dot{\tau}_g = a_4 \cos \theta s \] (3.2)

\[ \ddot{\theta} = \dot{\theta} - \dot{\theta}_d; \ddot{\dot{\theta}} = \ddot{\theta} - \ddot{\theta}_d; \dddot{\theta} = \dddot{\theta} - \dddot{\theta}_d \] (3.3)

(\dot{\theta}, \ddot{\theta}, \dddot{\theta} are the error between current and desired angle, angular velocity, and acceleration respectively)

\[ \dot{\theta}, \ddot{\theta}, \dddot{\theta} \]
\[ s = \dot{\theta} + \lambda \ddot{\theta} ; \quad \dot{\theta} = \dot{s} - \lambda \dot{\theta} + \dot{\theta_d} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

s is variable with \( \lambda \) as positive scalar.

Using equation (2.8), the system dynamics could be expressed as follows:

\[ M(\theta)\ddot{\theta} + f(\theta, \dot{\theta}) + G(\theta) = Y(\theta, \dot{\theta}, \ddot{\theta})\emptyset \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

where \( Y(\cdot) \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times p} \) is a nonlinear function known as regression matrix and is a function of position, velocity and acceleration of the knee joint and \( \emptyset = [\emptyset_1, \emptyset_2, \emptyset_3, \ldots, \emptyset_p] \in \mathbb{R}^p \) is the knee joint vector parameter to be estimated.

### 3.2 RISE Controller

The problem with adaptive control is that it requires high control torque that needs to be avoided for the wearer’s safety as the actuator’s saturation results in undesirable behavior. Also, compensating the friction to reformulate the control law is not recommended as it results in a relative high load of the actuator causing an unpredictable behavior of an exoskeleton.

Robust Integral of the Sign of the Error (RISE) is a control strategy with differentiable high gain feedback and contains integral signum function in the dynamics of the controller for smooth bounded disturbances. The advantage of this controller is that it can achieve asymptotic stability despite the presence of uncertainties and disturbances. The controller can be used as a tracking controller for systems having nonlinear behavior with time derivative bounded parametric uncertainties and disturbances [52].

![Fig. 3 Block diagram of RISE controller](image)

The block diagram of the RISE controller is shown in Fig. 3. To quantify the error i.e. control objective, the tracking error \( e_1 \) (\( e_1 \in \mathbb{R}^n \)) is defined as

\[ e_1 = \theta_d - \theta = -\ddot{\theta} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

And the auxiliary error is defined as \( e_2 \) (\( e_2 \in \mathbb{R}^n \)), to facilitate the control design

\[ e_2 = \dot{e}_1 + \alpha_1 e_1 = -(\ddot{\theta} + \alpha_1 \dot{\theta}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

\[ r = \dot{e}_2 + \alpha_2 e_2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

where, \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are positive control design parameters.

The controller is defined considering the initial conditions to be zero as
\[ \tau_r = (k_s + 1)e_2 - (k_s + 1)e_2(0) + v_f \]  
(3.9)

where \( v_f (v_f \in \mathbb{R}^n) \) is the Filippov solution of the differential equation

\[ v_f = (k_s + 1)\alpha _2 e_2 + \beta \text{sign}(e_2) \]  
(3.10)

\( k_s, \beta \in \mathbb{R} \) are constant positive control gains.

The open-loop tracking error is derived by multiplying \( M(\theta) \), the inertia matrix, to equation (3.8) and using equation (2.8).

\[ M(\theta)r = G(\theta) + f(\theta, \dot{\theta}) + M(\theta)(\ddot{\theta}_d + \alpha_1 \dot{e}_1 + \alpha_2 e_2) - B(u) \]  
(3.11)

On taking first-time derivative of equation (3.11) and using equation (3.9) and (3.10).

\[ M(\theta)\dot{r} = -\frac{1}{2} \dot{M}(\theta)r + N(\cdot) - \dot{\tau}_r - e_2 \]  
(3.12)

where, \( N(\cdot) \) is an unmeasurable nonlinear auxiliary function.

\[ N(\cdot) = \dot{M}(\theta)(\alpha_1 (e_2 - \alpha_1 e_1) + \alpha_2 e_2) + M(\theta) \left( \alpha_1 (r - \alpha_1 e_2 - \alpha_1 (e_2 - \alpha_1 e_1)) + \alpha_2 (r - \alpha_2 e_2) \right) + \dot{M}(\theta)\ddot{\theta}_d + M(\theta)\dot{\theta}_d \]  
(3.13)

Consider another auxiliary function,

\[ N_d(\cdot) = \dot{M}(\theta_d)\dot{\theta}_d + M(\theta_d)\dot{\theta}_d(3) + \dot{G}(\theta_d) + \dot{f}(\theta_d, \dot{\theta}_d) \]  
(3.14)

Using equations (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14).

\[ M(\theta)\dot{r} = -\frac{1}{2} \dot{M}(\theta)r + \ddot{\tau}_r - e_2 + \ddot{N}(\cdot) + N_d(\cdot) \]  
(3.15)

\( \ddot{N}(\cdot) = N(\cdot) - N_d(\cdot) \) can be upper bounded using the final value theorem

\[ \| \ddot{N}(t) \| \leq \rho(||z||)||z|| \]  
(3.16)

where \( z(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{n+1} \) is defined as

\[ z = [e_1^T \ e_2^T \ \ldots \ e_n^T \ \dot{r}^T]^T \]  
(3.17)

and \( \rho(||z||) \in \mathbb{R} \) is the globally invertible, positive, non-decreasing known bounding function.

### 3.3 Adaptive RISE Controller

In a RISE based controller, the system uncertainties can be compensated by using high feedback gains. The systems that have dynamics and can be differentiated between unstructured and structured uncertainties, the RISE based system is used in conjunction with the adaptive to achieve the asymptotic tracking result. The adaptive parameters compensate the linearly parameterized uncertainties (structured) and allow the knowledge of the dynamics in the control design [40][53]. The aim is to reduce the effect of uncertainties to improve the tracking performance and helps in reducing the control effort.
The control structure is a closed-loop system with angle and angular velocity acting as the controller feedback. The resultant torque generated from the muscle contraction because of stiffness, acts as system disturbances due to their nonlinear behavior. The task of the adaptive RISE controller is to reduce the effect of these disturbances while complementing the torque for the flexion/extension of the knee joint and reducing the tracking error of the desired trajectory as shown in Fig. 4.

![Block diagram of adaptive RISE controller](image)

The Control law of the adaptive RISE controller can be defined as

$$\tau = \tau_r + Y_d(\cdot)\hat{\varphi}(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.18)

where, $Y_d(\cdot) \in R^{nxp}$, is the desired regression matrix having desired link position functions and $\hat{\varphi}$ represents the parameter estimate of $\varphi$ and follows the adaptation law as

$$\hat{\varphi}_i(t) = \begin{cases} \gamma_i q_i, & \text{if } -\varphi_{b_i} < \hat{\varphi}_i < \varphi_{b_i} \text{ or } \\
\hat{\varphi}_i \geq \varphi_{b_i} \text{ and } q_i \leq 0 \text{ or } \\
\hat{\varphi}_i \leq -\varphi_{b_i} \text{ and } q_i \geq 0 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

where, $\hat{\varphi}_i$ is the parameter estimate of $\varphi_i$, $\gamma_i \geq 0$ and $q_i$ is the $i$th element of adaptation matrix $\Gamma \triangleq diag(\gamma_1, \gamma_2, \ldots, \gamma_n) \in R^{nxn}$ and column matrix $q \triangleq Y_d(\cdot)e_2$ respectively and $\varphi_{b_i}$ is estimated parameter bound of $\hat{\varphi}_i$.

The above law ensures that estimated parameters $\hat{\varphi}(t) = [\hat{\varphi}_1(t), \hat{\varphi}_2(t), \ldots, \hat{\varphi}_n(t)] \in R^n$, are bounded, $-\varphi_b \leq \|\hat{\varphi}(t)\|_\infty \leq \varphi_b, \forall t \geq 0$. To compensate for the inherent dynamics related nonlinearities, the estimated parameters will be adjusted in real-time by the adaptation law (3.19).

Using equation (3.18) and (2.8), the closed-loop error system for the adaptive RISE controller is

$$M(\theta)r = Y_d(\cdot)\hat{\varphi}(t) + W(\cdot) - \tau_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

where $\hat{\varphi}(t)$ is parameter estimation error and $W(\cdot)$ is an auxiliary function

$$W(\cdot) = M(\theta)(\dot{\theta}_d + \alpha_1\dot{e}_1 + \alpha_2 e_2) + G(\theta) + f(\theta, \dot{\theta}) - Y_d(\cdot)\varphi$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

On taking first derivative, and using equation (3.19), the error dynamics are

$$e_2 = -\frac{1}{2}M(\theta)r + \dot{Y}_d(\cdot)\hat{\varphi} + N(\cdot) - \dot{\tau}_r - M(\theta)\dot{r}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

The auxiliary function $N(\cdot)$ can be expressed as
\[ N(\cdot) = -Y_d(\cdot)\dot{\theta}(t) + W(\cdot) + e_2 - \frac{1}{2} M(\theta) r \]  

(3.23)

Using equation (3.22), (3.23) and adding auxiliary function \( N_d(\cdot) \), the error dynamics will become

\[ e_2 = -\frac{1}{2} M(\theta) r + \dot{Y}_d(\cdot)\dot{\theta} + N(\cdot) + N_d(\cdot) - \dot{r}_e - M(\theta) \dot{r} \]  

(3.24)

The following upper bounds can be obtained from \( N_d(\cdot) \) and \( Y_d(\cdot) \)

\[ \|N_d(\cdot)\|_\infty \leq \xi_{N_d}, \quad \|\dot{N}_d(\cdot)\|_\infty \leq \hat{\xi}_{N_d} \]  

(3.25)

\[ \|Y_d(\cdot)\|_\infty \leq \xi_{Y_d}, \quad \|\dot{Y}_d(\cdot)\|_\infty \leq \hat{\xi}_{Y_d} \]  

(3.26)

The control algorithm was designed by assuming that \( \theta(t), \dot{\theta}(t) \) are bounded and measurable. \( M(\theta), f(\theta, \dot{\theta}), G(\theta) \) are unknown parameters.

Equation (2.8) can be represented after parameter reformulation as:

\[ M(\theta_d) \ddot{\theta} + f(\theta_d, \dot{\theta}_d) + G(\theta_d) = Y_d(\theta_d, \dot{\theta}_d, \dot{\dot{\theta}}_d) \Theta \]  

(3.27)

The following assumption are considered and used for the development of the control algorithm.

**Assumption 1:** The inertia matrix \( M(\theta) \) is positive definite, symmetric and \( \forall y(t)eR^n \)

\[ y^T M(\theta) ye[m_t \|y\|^2, \bar{m}(\theta) \|y\|^2] \]

where \( m_t, \bar{m}(\theta)eR \) is a known positive constant and function respectively. \( \|\cdot\| \) symbolizes the standard Euclidean norm.

**Assumption 2:** The first and second partial derivatives of \( M(\theta), f(\theta, \dot{\theta}), G(\theta) \) with respect to \( \theta \) exist and bounded by known constants and \( \dot{\theta}(t), \ddot{\theta}(t)eL_\infty \).

**Assumption 3:** The desired trajectory \( \theta_d(t) \) and its time derivatives are designed such that they belong to \( L_\infty \).

### 4. Experimental Setup

The ElCoSI knee exoskeleton used in the experiments is illustrated in Fig. 5. It has two segments that can be attached to the thigh and shank region of the wearer using straps [46]. The compact brushless DC motor (BLDC motor) is used to actuate the knee joint. It was chosen owing to its light weight, reliability, robustness, operational at low frequency, reduced obstruction factor and can generate a torque of 0.129 Nm. The compact transmission system comprising ball screw, cable drive, belt transmission, and gear motor were designed to provide a relatively high torque. The pulley is actuated by a cylinder comprising ball screw and it is fixed to the exoskeleton at the knee. The rotation angle of the knee joint is determined by the incremental encoder equipped in the exoskeleton. The velocity of the knee joint is calculated numerically from its measured position. dSPACE DS1103 controller board is used to calculate the control torque. It takes the knee joint angle as an input and generates the PWM to control the velocity of an actuator. The whole actuator can provide a maximum torque of 18 Nm. Five different experimental conditions are applied on the
exoskeleton to consider the effects of human factor and to check the robustness of the controller. The first experimental condition is when there is no payload applied on the exoskeleton, another one is when 2.5 Kg of payload is introduced before the beginning of the flexion/extension cycle, in another condition the payload of 0.5 Kg is introduced in between the flexion/extension cycle. The external disturbances were introduced in between the flexion/extension cycle in another condition by opposing the joint movement and in the last condition external disturbance as well as instant introduction of 0.5 Kg payload is introduced in between the flexion/extension cycle of the exoskeleton.

![Image](image-source)

**Fig. 5** View of the knee exoskeleton EICoSI and its main components [46]

### 4.1 Parameters Identification

J i.e. inertia of the system component is used to determine the kinetic energy of the system’s component, A and B are the solid and viscous torque coefficient and are used to determine the friction torque and \( \tau_g \) is the gravitational torque. Together, these parameters help in defining the system model and its dynamics. Least square method and regression equations [54][55] are used to identify the human leg-exoskeleton parameters (J, A, B, \( \tau_g \)). In this method, sampling of inverse dynamics model of the exoskeleton along with the excitation trajectory is done. The desired trajectory of the knee joint is used as an excitation sequence and can be represented in the form of Fourier series as

\[
q(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{a_i}{\omega_i} \sin(\omega_i t) - \frac{b_i}{\omega_i} \cos(\omega_i t) + q_0
\]  

(4.1)

where, \( \omega_i, a_i, b_i, t \) and \( q_0 \) are the fundamental radian frequency, amplitude of the sine and cosine function, time and initial value of the trajectory respectively. The Fourier series was used as it provides periodic excitation and allows averaging of the time domain. It also allows the calculation of the joint velocity and acceleration from the measured joint angle in an analytic way [56].

\[
-\frac{\pi}{2}\ rad \leq \theta \leq 0\ rad
\]

\[
-2.1\ rad/s \leq \dot{\theta} \leq 2.1\ rad/s
\]  

(4.2)
\[-\pi \text{ rad/s}^2 \leq \dot{\theta} \leq \pi \text{ rad/s}^2\]

The above conditions reflect the real physical constraints and were used for the optimization. The position, angular velocity, acceleration and torque calculated were used in the identification of the parameter of the exoskeleton shank model [43].

The torque generated during the identification can be written as

\[
\tau_p = O_p(\theta, \dot{\theta}, \ddot{\theta})X + r_i
\]

(4.3)

where \(\tau_p\) is the developed torque during parameter identification, \(O_p(\theta, \dot{\theta}, \ddot{\theta})\) is the observation matrix, \(X \in R^m\), \(r_i\) are the modeling error and measurement noise. Least square based optimization methodology is used to identify the vector of the estimated parameter \(\hat{X}\).

\[
\hat{X} = \arg \min ||r||^2 = O_p^+ \tau
\]

(4.4)

Where, \(O_p^+ = (O_p^T O_p)^{-1} O_p^T \in R^{m \times n}\).

The parameters identified for the EICoSI exoskeleton shank system are given in TABLE I. The control parameters are summarized in TABLE II and is tuned by trial and error to obtain the best results in terms of tracking error. The parameters are varied to check the sensibility of the controllers and are selected by keeping the optimal value between SNR and position error. TABLE III shows the effect of variation of the control parameters on the performance of the controller.

| TABLE I |
| Identification Parameters |
| Parameter | Value |
| Inertia (J) | 0.4 Kg.m^2 |
| Solid Friction Coefficient (A) | 0.6 N.m |
| Viscous Friction Coefficient (B) | 1N.m.s.rad^{-1} |
| Gravity Torque (\(\tau_g\)) | 5N.m |

| TABLE II |
| Controller Parameters |
| Parameter | ADAPTIVE | RISE | ADAPTIVE RISE |
| a1 | 0.00001 | - | 0.00001 |
| a2 | 0.001 | - | 0.001 |
| a3 | 0.001 | - | 0.001 |
| a4 | 0.001 | - | 0.001 |
| \(\lambda\) | 123 | - | 124 |
| k | 1 | 0.9 | 0.8 |
| \(\alpha_1\) | - | 20 | 2 |
| \(\alpha_2\) | - | 1.5 | 1.5 |
| \(\beta\) | - | 3 | 2 |
### Table III
**RMSE (Position and Velocity) and SNR (Position)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adaptive</th>
<th></th>
<th>Adaptive RISE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No payload</td>
<td>0.0528</td>
<td>0.2090</td>
<td>33.1564</td>
<td>0.0582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k reduced</td>
<td>0.0622</td>
<td>0.2132</td>
<td>32.1766</td>
<td>0.0805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k increased</td>
<td>0.0439</td>
<td>0.2008</td>
<td>32.7794</td>
<td>0.0546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ reduced</td>
<td>0.0497</td>
<td>0.2110</td>
<td>32.7107</td>
<td>0.0740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ increased</td>
<td>0.0344</td>
<td>0.1907</td>
<td>32.9310</td>
<td>0.0546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Real-Time Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of the adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controllers, comparative analysis is done in different experimental scenarios as shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Experiments are done (i) with no payload condition, (ii) with 2.5 Kg payload, (iii) with instant introduction of 0.5 Kg payload between the cycle, (iv) with external disturbances (opposing the joint movement) induced in between cycle, and (v) external disturbances with the instant introduction of 0.5 Kg payload in between cycles.

![Fig. 6 Torque and Error response for adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controllers at no payload condition](image)

![Fig. 7 Torque and Error response for adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controllers at constant payload of 2.5 Kg](image)
The exoskeleton is fixed on the desk with no contact with the ground. Flexion/Extension movement of the knee joint is considered for the performance analysis. The desired trajectory is a sinusoidal waveform. The root-mean square error (RMSE) in different scenarios are shown in Table III and Table IV. The trials are conducted for 90 seconds each with three sets for each scenario. To check the robustness of the controller, tuning parameters are also varied by fifty percent to track the resulting performance. As shown in Fig. 9, all the estimated parameters did not converge to the real values because the aim of the controller here is to maintain the system’s stability while maintaining the minimal error and not the parameter identification.

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ADAPTIVE</th>
<th>RISE</th>
<th>ADAPTIVE RISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>SNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No payload</td>
<td>0.0528</td>
<td>0.2090</td>
<td>33.1564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5Kg payload</td>
<td>0.0552</td>
<td>0.2095</td>
<td>32.3784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Kg payload</td>
<td>0.0333</td>
<td>0.2028</td>
<td>31.2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5Kg payload</td>
<td>0.0298</td>
<td>0.1917</td>
<td>32.1603</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8 Torque and error response curve for adaptive RISE controller under external induced disturbance, constant load shift and disturbance with load shift.

Fig. 9 Adaptive law parameters for Adaptive RISE controller.
5.1 Scenario 1: No payload

In this scenario, there is no payload on the knee joint and it moves without any external constraint. Table IV shows the root-mean square error in position and velocity. The results show that the tracking position error of the adaptive controller is better as compared with the RISE and adaptive RISE controller. But as shown in Fig. 6 there are oscillations in the output (SNR 33.16 dB). On the other hand, the RISE controller shows the minimal oscillations (SNR 36.72 dB) but there is an increase in tracking error. The adaptive RISE controller shows a slight increase in the tracking error but there is a considerable decrease in the oscillations as compared to the adaptive controller (SNR 37.32 dB). Fig. 10 shows the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controller. The result shows that the SNR for the adaptive RISE controller comes out to be 37.32 dB which is higher than of 33.16 dB for adaptive and 36.72 dB for RISE controller.

![SNR plots for adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controllers](image)

5.2 Scenario 2: Varying payload

The payload is introduced on the exoskeleton throughout the flexion/extension cycle. The performance of the controllers is presented in Fig. 7 under loading condition. Similar control performances of the adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controllers are found under payload conditions as compared with no payload conditions. Table IV summarizes the performance of the controllers. The root mean error for the adaptive RISE controller at 2.5 Kg payload comes out to be 0.0331 which is better than the 0.0586 for the RISE. Similarly, with the other payload conditions, adaptive RISE gives the best solution in terms of compromise between the oscillations and the tracking error.

5.3 Scenario 3: Instant introduction of load and disturbances

Three different scenarios are induced to check the performance of the proposed adaptive RISE controller as shown in Fig. 8. Unexpected disturbance may cause instability in the tracking error. The controller must be robust with respect to these external disturbances that may affect the overall stability of the exoskeleton device. In the first condition, external disturbances at different instances (i.e. 5 sec and 75 sec) are induced during the cycle by opposing the movement of the exoskeleton. As shown, the adaptive
RISE controller recovers from these disturbances very efficiently. In the second condition, a payload of 0.5 Kg is introduced at 60 seconds during the cycle, where very negligible variation is observed in the error output. In the last condition, the external disturbance and the payload are introduced in the same cycle, the adaptive RISE controller recovers from both disturbances very efficiently.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, an adaptive RISE controller has been developed to achieve optimal tracking error. The RISE controller is integrated with an adaptive term to compensate for the effects of unstructured disturbances. RISE controller alone uses a high gain value of the feedback. The model-based adaptive term is added to the controller to reduce this control gain, to improve the tracking performance and to introduce the system dynamics in the control structure. A comparative analysis of the tracking response of adaptive, RISE and adaptive RISE controllers is done. The control algorithm of the proposed controller is implemented on EICoSI model of knee exoskeleton. According to the obtained results, the adaptive controller shows the minimal error but there are some oscillations in the output. RISE controller, on the other hand, shows less oscillations but tracking error is more as compared with the adaptive controller. Adaptive RISE controller optimizes the performance between error and oscillations. Quantitively, the tracking error for the adaptive RISE controller is approximately 9% higher than the adaptive but the SNR is better in adaptive RISE controller by approximately 11%. As compared with RISE controller, the adaptive RISE controller shows better tracking error as well as SNR by approximately 41 and 2% respectively. Experimental results show that the adaptive RISE controller gives optimal RMS tracking error and signal to noise ratio. To show the robustness of the controller, external disturbances are considered in the control of the exoskeleton. The controller gives the desired performance in terms of tracking error when subjected to these disturbances. The experimental scenarios with payload and disturbances are introduced to mimic the human leg behavior and its possible effects are analyzed. Future work aims at applying the proposed controller on the full lower-body exoskeleton. The desired trajectory movement of the exoskeleton will be calculated using the inverse kinematics. The computation of the human joint torque can also be envisaged using EMG signals of the main lower limb muscles.
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A. Annexure:

Stability Analysis of the Adaptive RISE Controller

The stability analysis of the adaptive and RISE controller was presented by Rifai et. al. [43] and Fisher et. al. [57] respectively and for the adaptive RISE controller is given below.

**Proposition:** Consider the EICoSI exoskeleton model described in equation (2.8) and the proposed controller described in equation (3.18). The controller output ensures that the tracking error remain bounded such that

\[ e_1 \to 0 \text{ as } t \to \infty \]

Proof: Let \( D \subset \mathbb{R}^{3n+p+1} \) is a domain having \( y(t) \triangleq [z^T(t) \ \hat{\phi}^T(t) \ \sqrt{P(t)}] = 0 \) and \( P(t) \) is an auxiliary function expressed by

\[ P(t) \triangleq \beta \| e_2(t_0) \| - e_2^T(t_0)N_d(t_0) - \int_{t_0}^{t} L(\sigma)d\sigma \tag{A.1} \]

where, \( L(t) \triangleq \dot{r}^T(N_d(t) - \beta \text{sign}(e_2)) \in \mathbb{R} \)

**Assumption 4:** The control parameter \( \beta \) is chosen such that:

\[ \beta > \xi N_d + \left( \frac{\xi N_d}{a_2} \right) \]

Therefore, \( \int_{t_0}^{t} L(\sigma)d\sigma \leq \beta \| e_2(t_0) \| - e_2^T(t_0)N_d(t_0) \tag{A.2} \)

\[ \Rightarrow P(t) \geq 0, \forall t \geq t_0 \]

Consider a positive definite continuously differentiable Lyapunov function

\[ V(y, t) = e_1^T e_1 + \frac{1}{2} e_2^T e_2 + \frac{1}{2} \dot{r}^T M(\theta) \dot{r} + P + \frac{1}{2} \hat{\phi} \dot{\phi}^{-1} \hat{\phi} \tag{A.3} \]

**Assumption 5:** The Lyapunov function \( V \) satisfies the following bounded condition

\[ n_1 \| y \|^2 \leq V \leq n_2(\theta)\| y \|^2 \tag{A.4} \]

where, \( n_1 \triangleq \frac{1}{2} \min \{1, m, \lambda_{min} \Gamma^{-1}\} \)

\[ \text{and, } n_2(\theta) \triangleq \frac{1}{2} \max \{1, \frac{1}{2} \overline{m}(\theta), \frac{1}{2} \lambda_{max} \Gamma^{-1}\} \]

\( \lambda_{min} \) and \( \lambda_{max} \) represent the minimum and the maximum eigen values respectively.

Differentiating equation (A.3) yields,

\[ \dot{V} = \dot{r}^T M(\theta) \dot{r} + \frac{1}{2} \dot{r}^T M(\theta) \dot{r} + e_2^T \dot{e}_2 + 2 e_1^T \dot{e}_1 + \dot{P} - \hat{\phi} \dot{\phi}^{-1} \hat{\phi} \tag{A.7} \]

Using equations (3.7)-(3.10), (3.22) and (A.1), equation (A.7) can be rewritten as,
\[ V = r^T \bar{N}(t) - (k_s + 1)\|r\|^2 - \alpha_2\|e_2\|^2 - 2\alpha_1\|e_1\|^2 + 2e_2^T e_1 + r^T \dot{Y}_d \bar{\phi} - \bar{\phi}^T \dot{Y}_d e_2 \]  

(A.8)

Since, \( e_2^T e_1 \leq (\|e_1\|^2 + \|e_2\|^2)/2 \), \( \bar{\phi} \leq \varphi + \varphi_b \), \((\varphi + \varphi_b)^T \xi_{Y_d} e_2 \| \geq 0 \) and using equations (3.16) and (3.26), \( \dot{V} \) can be upper bounded as

\[ \dot{V} \leq \rho_1(\|z\|)\|z\||e_2|| - (k_s + 1)\|r\|^2 - \alpha_2\|e_2\|^2 - 2\alpha_1\|e_1\|^2 + \|e_1\|^2 + \|e_2\|^2 \]  

(A.9)

where, \( \rho_1(\|z\|) \triangleq \rho(\|z\|) + \xi_{Y_d}(\varphi + \varphi_b) \)

Equation (A.8) can be arranged as

\[ \dot{V} \leq n_3\|z\|^2 - (k_s\|r\|^2 - \rho_1(\|z\|)\|r\||z||) \]  

(A.10)

Where \( n_3 \triangleq \min\{2\alpha_1 - 1, \alpha_2 - 1,1\} \). \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are chosen accordingly as

\[ \alpha_1 > \frac{1}{2}, \quad \alpha_2 > 1 \]

On completing the squares of equation (A.10),

\[ \dot{V} \leq n_3\|z\|^2 - \frac{\rho_1^2(\|z\|^2)}{4k_s} \triangleq c\|z\|^2 \]  

(A.11)

where, \( c\|z\|^2 \) is positive definite continuous function defined on the domain:

\[ D \triangleq \{ y \in R^{3n+p+1} \| y \| \leq \rho_1^{-1}(2\sqrt{n_3k_s}) \} \]  

(A.12)

Equations (A.4) and (A.11), are used to prove \( V \in L_\infty \) in D. Therefore, \( e_1, e_2, r, \bar{\phi} \in L_\infty \) in D. Using equations (3.6)-(3.8), and by applying standard linear analysis method, it can be proved that \( \dot{e_1}, \dot{e_2} \in L_\infty \) and \( \theta, \tilde{\theta} \in L_\infty \) in D. Therefore, assumption 2 can be used to show that, \( M(\theta), f(\theta, \dot{\theta}), G(\theta), B \) and its derivative \( \in L_\infty \) in D. Hence, \( \hat{r}(t) \in L_\infty \) in D using equation (A.2). The assumption that \( \theta_d, \tilde{\theta}_d, \ddot{\theta}_d, \dddot{\theta}_d \) exist and are bounded along with assumption 2 can be used to prove \( \dot{Y}_d, \ddot{Y}_d, \dddot{Y}_d \) \( \in L_\infty \) in D. Equation (3.9) and (3.18) can be used to show that \( \tau_r \in L_\infty \) and \( \dot{\tau}_r \in L_\infty \) in D as \( r \in L_\infty \). Since \( \dot{e_1}, \dot{e_2}, \dot{r} \in L_\infty \) in D and definitions of \( c\|z\|^2 \) and \( z(t) \) are used to prove the continuous uniformity of \( c\|z\|^2 \) in D.

Let set \( S \subset D \), and is defined by:

\[ S \triangleq \{ y \in D \| z \|^2 \leq n_3(\rho_1^{-1}(2\sqrt{n_3k_s}))^2 \} \]  

(A.13)

Using Theorem 8.4 of [58], it can be proved that,

\[ c\|z\|^2 \to 0 \text{ as } t \to \infty \quad \forall y(t_0) \in S \]  

(A.14)

(Theorem assumes \( \dot{V}(t, x) \leq -W(x) \leq 0 \), where \( W(x) \) is positive semidefinite, then all solution of \( \dot{x} = f(t, x) \) with invariant set \( \{ x \in R^n | W(x) = 0 \} \) are bounded and satisfy \( W(x(t)) \to 0 \) as \( t \to \infty \))

Definition of \( z(t) \) and equation (A.13) can be used to conclude that

\[ \|e(t)\| \to 0 \text{ as } t \to \infty \quad \forall y(t_0) \in S \]  

(A.15)
The equation above proves that the system is asymptotically stable.